These are two part devices that contain a device and a pod which is inserted into the device. See picture below. These pods can be purchased pre-loaded with nicotine (or even cannabis if purchased from a dispensary). They can also be empty and loaded by the user. Each pod will contain an approximate number of “puffs” and once the contents of the pods have been used the pods will generally be thrown away. See photo below for an image of a pod.

Also goes by the names of ‘nic’ stick, vape stick or specific vape brand names. Upon purchase, the vape devices are pre-loaded with nicotine vape oils. These vapes range in the number of puffs, usually 200 to 1000 hits. There is no on or off switch for the vape...when the user inhales off the mouthpiece, the device automatically releases the contents. Many times, the devices are small and can easily be held in the palm of the hand (see photo below).

These devices are sold online, vape shops, various convenience stores and smoke shops. The price can vary depending on where you purchase it and the amount of hits.